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Foreword

Robert C. Morris
Professor of Educational Leadership
University of West Georgia, Georgia, U.S.A.

In an era of what has witnessed rapid globalization and lifelong education there still exists those who would turn the educational clock back to an over-simplified program of the three R’s, a few literary classics, strictly chronological history, and mathematics and science geared to countering foreign trade competition. It is good to have a volume such as this devoted to education’s crucial interdisciplinary problems. The field of international education studies linked to global cultures of the Asian-Pacific region provides a vital link to human understanding and survival.

In international education studies for today’s educators two necessities converge: the need to develop language communication, and the need to develop understanding of common educational practices and priorities. International education studies embrace several types of programs: studies of world languages and communication systems, innovations and technological break-through that affect educational practices, and the role of educational progress and reform.

This volume represents one of the first serious attempts to foster better understanding of international education issues and practices in the Asian-Pacific region. A variety of approaches currently being used, as well as those being reformed are discussed in this publication. The reader will find descriptions of quite different programs from those found in the United States, but programs and approaches that have great merit for the communities they serve. If all the authors of this text were brought together I would suspect that they would defend their varying perceptions of the preferable roles of local and state authorities, as well as school personnel and even professors, and would debate each other warmly. Such varying perceptions are to be expected in an emergent field in which educators of good will are trying to find their way to sound international education programs. The readers of this volume will also find accounts of experiences in teaching in the Asian-Pacific region. They too see many things differently.

In this volume, the readers will also find factual information which should be helpful to those developing programs of international education studies in their own bailiwicks. Described are understandings and interpretations of current practices and relevant approaches. Likewise many resources for preparing educators for similar situations, as well as extensive listings of selected readings are available.

I applaud this volume’s editors, Ramsey Ding-Yee Koo, Ben Cheong Choi, Maria Rita D. Lucas, and Tak Cheung Chan for their diligence and persistence in identifying recent and meaningful approaches that are “dramatically” changing (reforming) the educational landscape of the Asian-Pacific region. You should find their samplings in the field of international education studies as reported in this volume a stimulus to your own independent thinking about what are essential ingredients for sound educational practices. That authors of good will differ as well as agree on approaches is all to the good. In international education studies there are many good roads that lead to Rome.
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